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Abstract
The ongoing explosion of fine-resolution movement data in animal systems provides a unique opportunity to empirically quantify spatial, temporal and individual variation in transmission risk and improve our ability to forecast disease
outbreaks. However, we lack a generalizable model that can leverage movement
data to quantify transmission risk and how it affects pathogen invasion and persistence on heterogeneous landscapes. We developed a flexible model ‘Movement-
driven modelling of spatio-temporal infection risk’ (MoveSTIR) that leverages
diverse data on animal movement to derive metrics of direct and indirect contact
by decomposing transmission into constituent processes of contact formation and
duration and pathogen deposition and acquisition. We use MoveSTIR to demonstrate that ignoring fine-scale animal movements on actual landscapes can mis-
characterize transmission risk and epidemiological dynamics. MoveSTIR unifies
previous work on epidemiological contact networks and can address applied and
theoretical questions at the nexus of movement and disease ecology.
K EY WOR DS
contact networks, continuous-time movement models, direct contact, indirect contact, dynamic
networks, graph theory, individual heterogeneity, R0, transmission
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I N T RODUC T ION
Host contact and transmission processes are fundamental drivers of pathogen emergence and spread (Begon
et al., 2002; Hopkins et al., 2020; Mc-Callum et al., 2001),
but the environmental forces shaping these drivers remain poorly understood. Determining how and why
transmission rates vary across the landscape can identify
potential transmission hotspots, determine which individuals are involved in their generation, and optimize
disease control strategies (Parratt et al., 2016; Paull et al.,
1290
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2012). However, obtaining precise, accurate and spatially
explicit transmission metrics remains a major challenge
in epidemiology and disease ecology (Albery et al., 2022).
The increasing ubiquity of movement data in livestock
and wildlife systems provides a unique opportunity to
empirically quantify spatial, temporal and individual
variation in transmission risk (Dougherty et al., 2018;
Jacoby & Freeman, 2016). The data range from high-
resolution GPS locations recording animal movements
(Hooten et al., 2017), proximity loggers, camera traps
or acoustic monitors that detect hosts in the vicinity of
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other hosts or at specific locations (Burton et al., 2015;
Lavelle et al., 2016; Stehlé et al., 2011b), and spatially explicit capture-recapture data that provide time-series of
host movements between habitat patches or point locations (Cayuela et al., 2017; Royle et al., 2014; Silk et al.,
2021). While most of these data sources can and have
served as a basis for construction of spatially explicit
contact networks, discrete treatment of observations
limits inference on contacts that are in reality occurring in continuous time. Outstanding challenges include
scaling detected contacts that are collected at fixed time
intervals to those that occur in continuous time, and
rooting emergent networks in epidemiological theory to
accurately capture pathogen transmission. While there
has been notable recent progress towards inferring contact structure from continuous-time animal movements
(Gurarie & Ovaskainen, 2013; Noonan et al., 2021), these
approaches have lacked an epidemiological focus, limiting their ability to describe pathogen transmission.
Movement data provide means to consider components of transmission that are often ignored. While it is
standard to decompose transmission into contact and
probability of infection given contact (Begon et al., 2002),
transmission can be decomposed further into constituent
sub-processes that better capture observed heterogeneity in transmission risk on actual landscapes (McCallum
et al., 2017; VanderWaal & Ezenwa, 2016). At a minimum, movement data capture four processes related to
transmission: contact formation (Craft, 2015), contact
duration (Aiello et al., 2016; Springer et al., 2017; Stehlé
et al., 2011a), pathogen deposition potential (Handel &
Rohani, 2015; Lunn et al., 2019) and pathogen acquisition
risk (Shahzamal et al., 2019). Decomposing transmission
into these processes holds value when pathogen life histories are more reliant on one process than another (e.g.
contact duration vs. formation), such that a coarse description of contact (e.g. without accounting for variation in contact duration) might misspecify transmission
risk. Despite the recent call to better incorporate movement data into disease ecology (Dougherty et al., 2018;
Manlove et al., 2021), we still lack a generalizable, mechanistic model that can (i) leverage the diversity of available movement data to estimate the distinct contribution
of each process to aggregate patterns of transmission
relevant contact and (ii) determine how inferred patterns
of spatial, temporal and individual-level variability in
transmission risk can affect population-level pathogen
invasion and persistence on heterogeneous landscapes.
Such a model could not only improve our ability to account for realistic sources of variation when predicting
transmission risk across landscapes for wildlife but also
help leverage high-resolution mobility data in human
systems to better forecast outbreak dynamics and effects
of interventions (Meekan et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2019;
Wesolowski et al., 2016).
Epidemiological network models provide the foundations for representing variation in contact and
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transmission (Bansal et al., 2007; Silk et al., 2017, 2019;
White et al., 2017). However, many network models used
in epidemiology are temporally static and account only
for contact formation, while overlooking variable contact duration and pathogen deposition and acquisition
processes (Craft, 2015; Enright & Kao, 2018; VanderWaal
et al., 2016). Static networks can also fail to accurately
predict disease dynamics on networks when the presence of nodes (e.g. the presence of individuals in a population) and edges (e.g. links between two individuals)
change through time or differ in type (Fefferman & Ng,
2007; Springer et al., 2017). Dynamic epidemiological
network models ameliorate some of these limitations by
allowing for individual-level variation in contact duration and intensity as the nodes and edges vary through
time (Holme & Liljeros, 2014; Holme & Saramäki, 2012;
Richardson & Gorochowski, 2015). But even dynamic
network models have important limitations. First, they
still rarely account for spatial heterogeneity in contact
and transmission (Albery et al., 2021; Manlove et al.,
2018) and its landscape drivers, limiting their application
in traditional models of spatial transmission. Second,
inferences of network structure are often phenomenological rather than based on the dynamic processes
that structure the network, which limits the prediction
of contact and transmission processes across demographic and environmental conditions. Third, in both
aspatial and network-based host-pathogen models, direct and indirect transmission often is modelled as two
distinct processes (Silk et al., 2018; Springer et al., 2017;
Wilber et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020), failing to recognize the continuum spanning direct to indirect contacts
(i.e. transmission potential of short-to long-term direct
contact may overlap with short-to long-term indirect
contact) (Richardson & Gorochowski, 2015; Shahzamal
et al., 2019). Finally, ‘edges’ in indirect contact networks
are often quantified using metrics such as home-range
overlap (Godfrey et al., 2010; Springer et al., 2017), which
ignore potentially important fine-scale spatial variation
in host space use (Albery et al., 2022).
Here, we develop a novel model that we refer to as
‘Movement-driven modelling of spatio-temporal infection
risk’ (MoveSTIR), which can leverage diverse and widely
available spatial and temporal data on animal movement
and proximity (via GPS tracking, camera grids, proximity
collars, spatially explicit capture-recapture or acoustic monitors) to derive heterogeneous metrics of contact and, ultimately, make empirically informed predictions of disease
risk on real landscapes (Figure 1). MoveSTIR captures contact heterogeneity in terms of type and strength along the
continuum of indirect and direct contacts, while simultaneously accounting for other constituent components of transmission, such as contact duration, pathogen acquisition,
pathogen deposition and pathogen decay. Importantly, by
leveraging the extensive and growing archive of movement-
related data on thousands of taxa currently available in
databases such as MoveBank (5915 studies across 1025
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F I G U R E 1 A conceptual overview of movement-d riven modelling of spatio-temporal infection risk (MoveSTIR). The inputs to MoveSTIR
are movement, contact and co-occurrence data, which could take on a wide variety of forms (top panel). These data, with the help of
continuous-time movement models, allow us to construct ‘contact’ networks along a continuum of contact definitions. These networks, along
with epidemiological information on pathogen decay, deposition and acquisition, define the backbone of MoveSTIR—the transmission kernel.
The transmission kernel can capture epidemiological assumptions (e.g. pathogen decay), describe potential infection risk among hosts, explore
the structure of static or temporal contact and transmission networks, and be used to explore movement-d riven disease dynamics on real
landscapes

taxa and billions of data points as of 2021; Kranstauber
et al., 2011), MoveSTIR is broadly applicable without
necessarily needing simultaneous infection data. While

pairing MoveSTIR with epidemiological data will further
increase its realm of inference, a strength of MoveSTIR is
that it generalizes and extends many previous approaches
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for deriving and analysing observed contact networks (e.g.
Enright & Kao, 2018; Richardson & Gorochowski, 2015;
Silk et al., 2018; Springer et al., 2017; Wilber et al., 2019), providing a common foundation for empirically driven, prospective analyses of spatio-temporal disease risk. We show
how MoveSTIR can benefit inference of disease dynamics
in wildlife, livestock and human systems and demonstrate
with a real example how failing to account for fine-scale individual movements can significantly mis-represent potential epidemiological dynamics.

Building MoveSTIR from epidemiological theory
MoveSTIR begins from a simple compartmental host-
parasite model that tracks Susceptible and Infected host
density and the density of the Pathogen in the environment. We make the following assumptions: (i) the force of
infection (FOI) experienced by a susceptible host is a linear
function of pathogen density in the environment 𝛽P, where
𝛽 is the transmission rate that combines rates of acquisition
and contact, (ii) infected hosts deposit pathogen at rate 𝜆,
(iii) the pathogen decays in the environment at rate 𝜈, (iv)
the pathogen is well-mixed in the area where contact and
acquisition occur and (v) the infection process does not substantially deplete the pathogen in the environment (Dwyer
et al., 1997; Fenton et al., 2015). These assumptions provide a reasonable starting point for MoveSTIR but can be
readily adjusted to account for nonlinear FOI or extended
to account for states such as Exposed and Recovered. For
simplicity, we also assume that Infected hosts recover at
rate 𝛾 and are immediately Susceptible.
The following equations describe the infection dynamics in a host population

dS
= − 𝛽PS + 𝛾I ,
dt
dI
= 𝛽PS − 𝛾I ,
dt
dP
= 𝜆I − 𝜈P,
dt

(1)

where we initially assume a constant population size of
S + I = N and no births or deaths. Equation 1 is applicable to both microparasites (e.g. bacteria and viruses) or
macroparasites (e.g. helminths) with a simple life cycle (e.g.
Fenton et al., 2015).
We can equivalently express Equation 1 as a renewal
equation (Arino & Driessche, 2006), namely

dS (t)
dt
dI (t)
dt
P (t)

(2)

= 𝛽P (t) S (t) − 𝛾I (t) ,
t

= P0 (t) +

∫0

𝜆I (u) e

−𝜈(t−u)

du.

(3)

where we assume P0 (t) = 0.
t
The function h (t) = 𝛽 ∫0 𝜆I (u) e−𝜈(t−u) du is the per capita FOI at time t . The FOI h(t) is a rate with units time−1.
As such, h(t) defines the FOI felt by an individual at a
given moment after accounting for the time-dependent
accumulation and decay of all pathogens previously deposited by infected hosts. Importantly, h (t) lets deposition rate (𝜆) and contact formation and acquisition of the
pathogen (both encapsulated in 𝛽) vary independently,
and allows for a continuum between direct contact
(when u ≈ t) and indirect contact (when u < t). However,
Equation 3 does not (i) clearly separate contact formation and pathogen acquisition, (ii) explicitly account
for contact duration or (iii) account for directional differences in transmission risk due to the order of when
individuals visit locations. We extended Equation 3 to
consider directional interactions occurring at the individual level.

A pairwise view of the FOI
Consider a single individual i moving through space.
At each moment, the individual experiences a FOI dependent upon the full history of infected individuals that
previously or presently share its current location. Let
I (u, x) be the number of infected hosts in location x at
time u. If there are N − 1 other hosts in the population,
∑
we can write I (u, x) = N−1
𝛿 xj (u) (x) 𝛿 Ij (u) (I ). The funcj=1
tion 𝛿 xj (u) (x) is an indicator function that is defined as
{

𝛿 xj (u) (x) =

(
)
1if the location of host j at time u is x i.e. xj (u) = x
0
otherwise.

Similarly, 𝛿 Ij (u) (I ) is the indicator function

{
𝛿 Ij (u) (I ) =

= − 𝛽P (t) S (t) + 𝛾I (t) ,

1293

In Equation 2, I(u) gives the density of infected individuals at some previous time u, u < t. The function
e−𝜈(t−u) defines the pathogen survival function in the
environment, assuming that the pathogen decays at a
constant rate 𝜈. We could readily replace e−𝜈(t−u) with any
survival function reflective of the pathogen of interest.
The parameter P0 (t) is the density of pathogen present at
time 0 that is still present at time t .
We can then substitute in the expression of P(t) to re-
write dIdt(t) as a function of I(u)
t
dI (t)
= S (t) 𝛽 𝜆I (u) e−𝜈(t−u) du − 𝛾I (t) ,
∫0
dt

M AT E R I A L A N D M ET HOD S
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(
)
1if host j is infected at time u i.e. Ij (u) = I
0
otherwise.

Taken together, this means that host j at past time u only
gets ‘counted’ toward the FOI experienced by focal host

1294
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i at time t if they are infected and shedding pathogen
(Ij (u) = I ) at time u and in the same location x (xj (u) = x).
We can then update h(t) to consider the contributions
from other individual hosts to the FOI felt by a focal host
i at time t in location x.
hi (t, x)

=𝛽

�

t N−1
∑

∫0

𝜆𝛿 xj (u) (x) 𝛿 Ij (u) (I ) e−𝜈(t−u) du

j=1
N−1

∑

=

Let s(t) be a continuous-time movement trajectory
that gives the spatial location of an individual at any
time t . While we typically do not know s(t), recent developments in movement ecology provide statistical tools
to estimate s(t) from GPS tracking data (Calabrese et al.,

t

𝛽� 𝛿
(x) 𝜆𝛿 Ij (u) (I ) e−𝜈(t−u) du
∫0 ⏟⏟⏟ xj (u)
⏟⏟⏟
⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟ ⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟

j=1

⏟⏟⏟

Acquisition Contact

Deposition

(4)

Pathogen decay

Sum over individuals

where 𝛽 ′ is now an acquisition rate (i.e. an uptake rate times
per pathogen probability of infection) as we have conditioned on contact with the term 𝛿 xj (u) (x). Consider a single term
in the summation, hi←j (t, x) = ∫0t 𝛽 � 𝛿 x (u) (x) 𝜆𝛿 I (u) (I ) e−𝜈(t−u) du.
We can define this term as: the FOI felt by individual
i ≠ j at time t in location x due to individual j 's previous
infection history in location x, up to time t . This quantity is a rate with units time−1 and encapsulates pathogen acquisition, contact formation, pathogen deposition
and direct and indirect transmission. Contact duration
is explicitly accounted for by the integral over 𝛿 xj (u) (x),
which specifies how long host i is in contact with host j
in the past (indirect) or present (direct). Finally, we can
more explicitly account for the area of location x by re-
̃
writing 𝛽 � 𝛿 xj (u) (x) as 𝛽Φ(x
j (u), x) (Gurarie & Ovaskainen,
2013; Martinez-Garcia et al., 2020), where 𝛽̃ has units
area units/time (e.g. m2/hr). The function Φ(xj (u), x) is
the contact function and is a probability density function that integrates to one over the spatial domain of interest with units 1∕area units (Appendix S1; Gurarie &
Ovaskainen, 2013).
j

j

Quantifying FOI from movement data:
The transmission kernel
How do movement data inform the FOI that individual j imposes on individual i at time t in location x,
hi←j (t, x)? We focus on high-resolution GPS tracking
data that are commonly collected in human, livestock

2016; Hooten et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2008). This highlights a key advantage of MoveSTIR—it builds directly
from state-of-the-art continuous-time movement models
to improve inference on spatio-temporal infection risk.
Here, we assume that s(t) has already been estimated.
Moving forward, we use the simpler notation hi←j (t) to
specify the FOI, recognizing that if we have an estimate
of the movement trajectory s(t), time t already implies
location x.
To capture FOI exerted along entire movement trajectories, we must aggregate the spatially explicit force
defined by hi←j (t) to all of the various locations visited
by both individuals from the focal pair. Consider two
hosts moving through space and time with movement
trajectories s1 (t) and s2 (t). We define a transmission kernel Ka2 ←d1 (𝜏 a , 𝜏 d ) that specifies the transmission weight
resulting from host 2 at time 𝜏 a contacting past host 1 at
time 𝜏 d (and vice versa). The ‘a’ identifies 𝜏 a as the time
for the host acquiring pathogen and the ‘d’ identifies 𝜏 d
as the time for the host depositing pathogen. Similarly,
the notation a2 ← d1 indicates that host 2 is the host acquiring pathogen by encountering the past pathogen deposited by host 1. Mathematically, Ka2 ←d1 (𝜏 a , 𝜏 d ) defines
the spatio-temporal acceleration in FOI and has units
time−2.
The transmission kernels Kai ←dj (𝜏 a , 𝜏 d ) are the core of
MoveSTIR (Figure 1). Based on our motivating example
(
)
given in Equation 4, we can define Kai ←dj 𝜏 a , 𝜏 d as

��
�
⎧
� � � � � � � ��� �
Φ sj 𝜏 d , s i 𝜏 a
𝜆𝛿 Ij (𝜏 d ) (I ) e−𝜈 (𝜏 a −𝜏 d ) for 𝜏 d ≤ 𝜏 a
𝛽̃
⎪
�
� ⎪ ⏟⏟⏟ ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟ ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟ ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Kai ←dj 𝜏 a , 𝜏 d = ⎨
Acquisition
Contact
Pathogen decay
Deposition
⎪
⎪ 0
otherwise,
⎩
and wildlife systems. However, MoveSTIR is broadly
applicable to many types of movement, proximity and
co-o ccurrence data that are widely available across
thousands of animal taxa (Appendix S5; Kranstauber
et al., 2011).

(5)

where the terms are the same as the integrand in Equation
̃
4, with 𝛽 � 𝛿 xj (u) (x) generalized to 𝛽Φ(s
j (𝜏 d ), si (𝜏 a )). The
condition 𝜏 d ≤ 𝜏 a indicates that host i (who is acquiring pathogen) can contact the current and past trajectory of host j (who is depositing pathogen), but not its
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future trajectory. The transmission kernel Kai ←dj (𝜏 a , 𝜏 d )
is not restricted to the form shown in Equation 5 and can
be modified according to the biology of the focal host–
parasite system (Appendix S2).

Understanding the transmission kernel
K ai ←d j (𝝉 a ,𝝉 d )
Once parameterized from movement data, the transmission kernel Kai ←dj (𝜏 a , 𝜏 d ) can be integrated over different
dimensions to provide windows into how individual-
level infection risk experienced by a host varies in space
and time (Table 1; Appendix S3). We calculate what we
will refer to as the maximum potential infection risk. For
this metric, we assume 𝛿 Ij (𝜏 d ) (I ) is always equal to one
(i.e. all hosts are always infected) and ask, what is the
maximum possible exposure that a susceptible focal host
could experience given the observed movement trajectories of other infected hosts? This is a generalization of
the observed ‘contact network’ (sensu Craft, 2015), but
it accounts for the direct to indirect contact continuum.

A simulated example
We use the functions in Table 1 to illustrate the descriptive power of the transmission kernel with a simulated
example of two hosts moving in continuous time and
space (Figure 2a). These represent trajectories from
GPS tracking data fit with continuous-time movement
models.
First, the transmission kernel identifies how the maximum potential FOI h1←2 (t) and h2←1 (t) varies in space
and time (Figure 2). The FOI and cumulative FOI experienced by host 1 and host 2 are asymmetric. Because
host 1 tends to lead host 2 in space and time, host 1 experiences little FOI from host 2 over the time period when
these hosts are tracked in silico (Figure 2b,e). In contrast,
host 2 tends to follow host 1 in space and time and experiences moments of elevated FOI as they encounter
regions of space where host 1 has previously spent time
and potentially deposited pathogen (Figure 2c,f).
Second, the transmission kernel shows that the relative contributions of direct and indirect transmission to
cumulative FOI are distinctly different between the two
hosts (Table 1; Figure 2d). The maximum potential infection risk experienced by host 1 from host 2 is largely
due to ‘direct transmission’, that is host 1's infection risk
is primarily a result of instances when the two hosts were
in the same place at nearly the same time. In contrast,
‘indirect transmission’ (here defined as infection risk
after a time lag of 0.15 units, Figure 2d) was responsible
for 30% of host 2's potential cumulative FOI, compared
to a 0% contribution of indirect transmission to host 1's
potential cumulative FOI (Figure 2d).

|
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From the transmission kernel to
dynamic networks
MoveSTIR outputs can be represented as a dynamic, epidemiological network (Enright & Kao, 2018; Holme &
Saramäki, 2012). The transmission kernels of MoveSTIR
at any given time point t specify a weighted, asymmetrical adjacency matrix, where the weights are the FOI felt
by host i from host j at time t (hi←j (t), Table 1). Thus, any
of the metrics that can be calculated on a dynamic network and are predictive of disease spread (e.g. latency,
burstiness, etc.; Holme & Saramäki, 2012) can also be
explored within MoveSTIR. Moreover, because a dynamic network can always be summarized as a static
network (with loss of temporal information), insights
from MoveSTIR are directly comparable to the vast epidemiological literature that uses static contact networks
to make inference on disease dynamics (Silk et al., 2017;
White et al., 2017). This provides exciting opportunities
to compare the epidemiological implications of static,
weighted networks to dynamic, weighted networks
(Appendix S6; Springer et al., 2017; Stehlé et al., 2011a)
and build multi-layered networks to understand transmission among species where the layers are shared environmental resources that connect different intraspecific
contact networks (Appendix S5; Silk et al., 2018; Wilber
et al., 2019), all within MoveSTIR.

From the transmission kernel to prospective
infection dynamics
MoveSTIR's epidemiological foundation allows it to
move directly from spatio-temporally explicit descriptions of host movements across real landscapes
(Figure 2a), to infection risk (Figure 2b–f ), to prospective predictions of disease dynamics in space and time.
To address prospective questions with MoveSTIR, we
link the transmission kernels Kai ←dj (𝜏 a , 𝜏 d ) directly to an
individual-level, continuous-time model that tracks discrete epidemiological states of individuals (e.g.
Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, etc.; Appendix S7). After
this model is specified, we can directly simulate disease
dynamics on the contact network defined by the movement data and encoded in the transmission kernel.
Beyond just simulation, we can also use the model to calculate fundamental epidemiological metrics such as R0
that determines the ability of the pathogen to invade and
persist in the population, given the dynamic contact network along a direct to indirect continuum defined by the
movement data (Appendix S7; Diekmann et al., 2013;
Leitch et al., 2019; Valdano et al., 2015). This allows for
extensive sensitivity analysis (without explicit simulation) to test how spatial, temporal and individual characteristics affect the dynamics of pathogen invasion
(Appendix S7.4).
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T A B L E 1 Compendium of integrals of Kai ←dj (𝜏 a , 𝜏 d ) to understand pairwise, spatio-temporal patterns in infection risk. We also provide a
visualization of the mathematical formula as a matrix operation when the transmission kernel is represented with a grid approximation. The
shaded entries indicate which grid cells are ‘summed’ in correspondence with the integral (Appendix S1)

hi←j (t): Force of infection (FOI) experienced by host
i from host j at time t

t
∫0

Kai ←dj (t, u)du

Units
time

Matrix operation

−1

Depositing host j (τd )

∫0 ∫0 Kai ←dj (𝜏, u)dud𝜏
t

𝜏

𝜋 i←j (Δt, c, t): Proportional contribution from past
and present host j from time [Δt, Δt + c] to host i 's
cumulative FOI at time t , where Δt is the lag time from
the current time t . This function computes the relative
contributions of direct and indirect transmission to
infection risk. 𝛿 𝜏−u (𝜌) is a Dirac delta function

hi←j (t): Average FOI experienced by host i from host j in
spatial area A up to time t . The function 𝟙si (u) is one if the
location of host i at time u given by si (u) is in area A and
zero otherwise
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Definition

Time in area A

Empirical application of MoveSTIR
We demonstrate the utility of MoveSTIR by investigating the implications of observed wild pig (Sus scrofa)
movement dynamics on the transmission dynamics of
a hypothetical introduction of a pathogen with similar
characteristics to African swine fever virus (ASFV).
We asked three questions: (i) How much heterogeneity in individual-level infection risk exists in space and
time and does ignoring this heterogeneity affect potential epidemiological dynamics? (ii) What are the proportional contributions of direct and indirect contact
to potential pathogen invasion? and (iii) What is the
spatial scale of potential transmission hotspots on the
landscape?
We captured and deployed GPS collars (Catlog GPS
device and Lotek LMRT3 VHF Collars, Lotek, WA,
US) on 19 adult, free-ranging wild pigs (14 females and

5 males) on a cattle ranch in south Florida from April
to August, 2017 (University of Florida IACUC protocol #201408495 and #201808495). The GPS collars were
programmed to record a fix every 30 min. We converted
the high-resolution movement data to continuous-time
movement trajectories discretized to 5-
m in intervals
using the R package ctmm (Figure 3, Appendix S8;
Calabrese et al., 2016).
We assumed that the contact function Φ(sj (𝜏 d ), si (𝜏 a ))
followed a so-c alled top-hat function such that contact
could only occur when wild pigs were within a fixed
distance of past or present depositing pigs (Appendix
S1). We varied this value between 1 and 10 m to test
the sensitivity of our results to this distance threshold,
where 10 m reflected the scale of GPS errors in this
study.
For viral decay in the environment, we used the survival function of an exponential distribution with a
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F I G U R E 2 (a) Simulated movement trajectories of two hosts through continuous space and time. The points tstart indicate the time when
the movement trajectories start and tend indicate when they end. (b) The maximum potential force of infection (FOI) experienced by host 1 from
host 2's movements and vice-versa as calculated from the transmission kernel (Table 1). (c) Similar to (b), but the potential cumulative FOI
experienced by host 1 from host 2's movement (and vice-versa) at any time t (Table 1). (d) The relative contribution of direct (time lag equal 0) to
increasingly indirect (time lag >0) transmission to the maximum cumulative FOI experienced by host 1 from host 2 (and vice-versa). The dashed
line shows a pre-determined dichotomy between direct and indirect transmission. (e) The average FOI experienced by host 1 from host 2 in a
spatial area (given by grid cells on the plot) over the entire trajectory (see Table 1 for calculation). The coloured lines show the host trajectories
as shown in (a). (f) Same as (e) but the average FOI experienced by host 2 from host 1 in a spatial area. For all figures, the transmission kernel
is given by equation 5. We consider maximum potential infection risk by setting 𝛿 Ij (𝜏 d ) (I ) = 1 for all j. The contact function Φ(sj (𝜏 d ), si (𝜏 a ))
follows a Gaussian function that depends on the Euclidean distance between locations sj (𝜏 d ) and si (𝜏 a ), with a distance decay parameter 𝛼 = 0.1
(Appendix S1; Gurarie & Ovaskainen, 2013). We assume that acquisition rate is 𝛽̃ = 1 area/time, deposition rate is 𝜆 = 1 time−1, pathogen decay
is 𝜈 = 2 time−1 such that a pathogen on average survives for half of a 1-u nit time interval

pathogen decay rate 𝜈 = 1∕5 day−1. ASFV can remain
infectious in the environment and excreted material
from 1 to 15 days or longer depending on environmental conditions (Mazur-
Panasiuk et al., 2019). Spatio-
temporal factors that affect pathogen decay rate can be
included within MoveSTIR (Appendix S2), but we model
the decay rate as constant for simplicity. Furthermore,
we assumed that deposition rate 𝜆 and acquisition rate
𝛽̃ did not depend on host movements (e.g. foraging vs.
home range vs. migratory movements) or the local environment, though MoveSTIR can account for how different forms of movement contribute to transmission risk
(Appendix S2). Because our goal was to make inference
on relative infection risk, we did not need to specify exact
values for deposition rate 𝜆 or acquisition rate 𝛽̃ as they
are constant multipliers (e.g. Equation 5) and cancel out
when calculating relative infection risk.
We defined direct contact between two hosts as any
contact that occurred within a temporal separation of
0 to 5 min. We defined indirect contacts as any contact
that occurred with a temporal separation of greater than

5 min. MoveSTIR is flexible with this definition of direct
and indirect contact.
It took c. 10 min to compute the 19 × (19 − 1) = 342
transmission kernels for the pigs in this example on a
MacBook Pro with an Apple M1 chip using eight cores.
Because computing the transmission kernel is a numerical integration problem that is highly parallelizable,
MoveSTIR can scale well to larger systems.

R E SU LT S
Over the 4 months of the study, MoveSTIR identified
that individuals experienced drastically different total
potential cumulative FOI (Figure 4a) and temporal patterns in how FOI accumulated (Figure 4a). For example while individuals 11 and 14 experienced a relatively
consistent increase in cumulative FOI over 4 months,
individuals 5, 7 and 19 showed a notable burst of accumulation in FOI over a period from late May to early
June. While Figure 4a illustrates how FOI changes on
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Pig IDs

F I G U R E 3 Map of observed pig movements on the landscape interpolated using continuous-time movement models at a scale of 5 min per
time step (Calabrese et al., 2016). Coloured points show the movement trajectories for individual pigs. We overlaid 15 m × 15 m grids cells on the
landscape and for each grid cell used MoveSTIR to calculate the relative average force of infection (FOI) across all individuals at a particular
location. The colour of grid cells range from transparent (minimal or no FOI experienced at the location) to dark red (high relative FOI
A
experienced at the location). We calculated average FOI using hi←j (t) (Table 1), extending the metric to sum over all individuals that were ever in
the spatial area A (i.e. a grid cell). All estimates are from a MoveSTIR model with a contact distance threshold of 10 m

weekly to monthly time scales, MoveSTIR also allows
us to examine how FOI changes over hourly and daily
scales (Figure 4b). For 10 out of the 19 individuals, there
was a significant signal of daily periodicity in temporal
FOI, meaning that associations that caused peaks in FOI
tended to repeat on a daily temporal scale (Figure 4b,c).
We used MoveSTIR to derive static, weighted direct and indirect contact networks from the dynamic,
weighted networks defined by the transmission kernel
(Figure 5). The edges in these static networks were the
average potential FOI experienced by pairwise interactions between two individuals (see Table 1, Appendix
S3). Direct contact networks were drastically less connected (e.g. lower mean degree) than the networks that

included only indirect connections (Figure 5). To examine the consequences of these differences on the relative potential of ASFV invasion into the system, we
assumed an Susceptible-I nfected-Recovered model for
ASFV transmission (Appendix S8). We then computed
relative R0 from a network with only direct transmission, only indirect transmission and one with both.
The relative R0 values for the indirect network and
the network that included both were over 200 times
greater than the relative R0 for a network with only
direct contact. While indirect transmission added 126
edges compared to direct contact alone (Figure 5), the
relative increase in R0 was almost completely related to
the increase in average FOI on edges that were already
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F I G U R E 4 (a) The relative potential cumulative force of
infection (FOI) experienced by each individual pig through time
∑
from all other collared individuals (
Hi←j (t) where S is the set of
j ∈S

collared pigs, Table 1). All curves are standardized by the maximum
cumulative FOI across all individuals. The derivatives of these
curves give the temporal trajectories of FOI for each individual.
Different colours refer to different individuals. (b) The relative FOI
∑
experienced by individuals 11 and 14 over a 5-day interval (
hi←j (t),
j ∈S

Table 1) within the 4-month study period. We only show individuals
11 and 14 for visual clarity. (c) The power spectral density of
temporal FOI (i.e. the trajectories in (b) for all individuals over the
4-month study). We used the spectral density to identify patterns of
periodicity in the time-s eries of FOI inferred by MoveSTIR (using
Welch's method, Virtanen et al., 2020). The thick black vertical line
indicates daily periodicity of FOI trajectories (period = 1/frequency).
All estimates are from a MoveSTIR model with a contact distance
threshold of 10 m

present for direct contacts. While this large effect likely
represents an upper bound on the influence of indirect
transmission in this system, our results clearly illustrate the sizable importance of indirect transmission
for pathogens with even relatively short persistence in
the environment (Yang et al., 2021).
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We used MoveSTIR to further examine the relative
contributions of particular individuals to ASFV invasion potential. Removing hosts that experienced high
cumulative FOI led to substantially larger proportional
reductions in R0 (between 35% and 46%) than removing
other individuals (almost always <1%) (Figure 5). In these
data, experienced FOI and exacted FOI were tightly correlated among individuals. To discern epidemiologically
relevant behaviours, we calculated the betweenness centrality of individuals in the full static network, a network
metric that describes how often an individual lies on the
shortest path between two other nodes. We found that
individuals with small contributions to R0 can still have
substantial effects on network connectivity and thus
pathogen spread in space. Individual 22 had a small relative contribution to R0 compared to individuals 11, 14
and 17, but was centrally located, bridging highly connected groups of individuals (Figure 3) and leading to
higher betweenness centrality than the other individuals. This result reinforces the limitations of R0-like metrics for understanding the spatial spread of pathogens
in populations (Cross et al., 2007; Tidesley & Keeling,
2009).
We compared MoveSTIR predictions of transmission-
relevant contact networks to previous approaches that
used coarser spatial metrics, such as home range overlap,
to derive empirically informed contact networks (e.g.
Godfrey et al., 2010; Springer et al., 2017; Figure 5). Home
range overlap analyses are a special case of MoveSTIR
(Appendix S9). We found that home range overlap analysis predicted a similar static, unweighted network
structure as MoveSTIR applied to movement trajectories (Figure 5b,c). However, home range overlap missed
significant individual-
level heterogeneity in the edge
weights of the network (Figure 5b,c), resulting in an R0
estimate that was 30 times lower than the MoveSTIR estimate and a misspecification of individual-level contributions to pathogen invasion. These results were robust
across contact distance thresholds from 1 to 10 m. Thus,
ignoring fine-
scale individual-
level heterogeneity in
movements within home ranges significantly underestimated predictions of pathogen invasion risk (Gilbertson
et al., 2021; Martinez-Garcia et al., 2020).
Finally, we used MoveSTIR to explore the spatial
variation in infection risk on the landscape to identify
hotspots of average FOI (Figure 3). We divided the landscape into grid cells that were approximately 15 m × 15 m
and, for each grid cell, calculated the average FOI experienced by individuals in the grid cell (Table 1, Figure 3).
We found highly localized areas of elevated average FOI
on the landscape (Figure 3). Notably, these hotspots
were substantially smaller than individual home ranges
(Figure 3), where an average of only 13% of the area of an
individual's home range (calculated as a 95% utilization
distribution; Calenge, 2006) contained 80% of potential
FOI experienced by an individual. This builds on our results above, showing that fine-scale spatial heterogeneity
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F I G U R E 5 (a) The direct contact network inferred by MoveSTIR where direct contact is defined as hosts that are in the same place within
a 5-m in window. Direct contact is necessarily symmetric, so the direct contact network is not a directed graph. Differential edge weights are not
shown, but are defined as the average FOI due to direct transmission experienced between pairs of individuals over their collaring time (hi←j (t),
Table 1). Edge weights were substantially less for direct contact compared to indirect contact making visual comparison difficult. (b, c) The
indirect contact network (b) and full contact network including both direct and indirect contacts (c). Different edge widths indicate scaled edge
weights that give the average potential force of infection (FOI) between pairs of individuals over their collaring times. These contact networks
are directed, but the directed arrows are not shown for clarity as many pairwise, directed interactions were relatively symmetrical. In (c), the
numbers within the nodes give the percent that R0 for the full network was reduced when a specific individual was removed. (d) Similar to (c),
but the network was derived using the overlap of the 95% utilization distributions for the individual pigs (Appendix S9). For all networks, the
size of the node gives a scaled measure of the betweenness centrality of the node (i.e. the frequency that a node resides on the shortest path
between other nodes in the network). Betweenness values are scaled within a network. The mean degree is calculated on the unweighted version
of the network. Squares represent males and circles represent females. The displayed networks use a distance threshold of 10 m in the top-hat
contact function. Finally, one table shows the Mantel correlation coefficients computed between each pair of 10 m contact networks. The
other table shows the relative R0 values calculated by MoveSTIR for networks in (a–d) (Appendix S7). Ranges in the numerical values indicate
changes in the values as the distance threshold of the contact function varies from 1 to 10 m. Note that while 1 m contact networks necessarily
have less than or equal mean degree compared to 10 m contact networks, the FOI experienced by a 1 m contact is higher than a 10 m contact
because deposited pathogen are concentrated in a smaller area (Appendix S1). Therefore, 1 m contact networks can have fewer edges with
greater weights and can have a larger R0 than 10 m contact networks
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in potential transmission risk exists on the landscape and
can significantly affect spatial disease dynamics (Albery
et al., 2022).

DI SC US SION
There is a burgeoning recognition that our ability to
quantify individual, spatial and temporal heterogeneity in transmission risk would benefit from a tighter link
between movement and disease ecology (Dougherty
et al., 2018; Manlove et al., 2021). Here, we developed
MoveSTIR, a model that leverages commonly observed
movement data to build direct and indirect contact networks across a continuum, derive spatially explicit metrics of transmission risk that can be linked to landscape
variables, and decompose the temporal dynamics of potential infection hazard. The application of MoveSTIR
to real-life movement data demonstrated the significance
of accounting for fine-scale individual movements. We
observed the notably higher potential for pathogen invasion in a wild pig system when we used MoveSTIR
to extract the detailed information on transmission-
relevant contacts contained in our observed movement
trajectories, compared to earlier approaches that ignore
fine-scale host movements. Given the increasing availability of movement data across thousands of animal taxa
(Kranstauber et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2019), MoveSTIR
exploits the full potential of these data to understand the
mechanistic underpinnings of individual, spatial and
temporal variation in transmission risk.
MoveSTIR builds upon notable previous work with
movement data, encounter rates and epidemiological dynamics on networks (Gurarie & Ovaskainen,
2013; Martinez-Garcia et al., 2020; Noonan et al., 2021;
Richardson & Gorochowski, 2015; Robitaille et al., 2019;
Stehlé et al., 2011b; Zhang et al., 2020). For example the
package spatsoc provides a set of tools to build and analyse proximity-based social networks from many forms
of animal telemetry data (Robitaille et al., 2019). While
MoveSTIR also builds proximity-based social networks
and can leverage existing tools from packages such as
spatsoc, MoveSTIR differs in that it is derived from epidemiological first principles, scales from discrete movement
data to continuous time movement trajectories, and explicitly considers contact formation, contact duration, the
continuum between direct to indirect contact, pathogen
deposition, pathogen acquisition, how these rates might
be modified by behaviour, and the explicit units associated
with each of these processes. Thus, MoveSTIR naturally
confronts constituent processes of transmission that are
usually shunted into the black box of 𝛽 (McCallum et al.,
2017) and can be expanded to account for additional complexities of transmission such as nonlinear dose–response
curves (Handel & Rohani, 2015; Lunn et al., 2019).
While our application of MoveSTIR focused on wildlife, it is equally applicable for assessing spatio-temporal
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infection risk in humans and livestock. In humans, previous studies have used radio-frequency identification
devices and mobile phone data to build contact networks
and simulate epidemics (Panigutti et al., 2017; Stehlé
et al., 2011a; Wesolowski et al., 2016). Similarly, livestock
studies use proximity loggers to detect close proximity
contacts (Kour et al., 2021; Lavelle et al., 2016). As described in Appendix S5, any of the MoveSTIR analyses
we describe here can be applied to proximity data or
array-like data (e.g. from mobile phone towers), whether
or not these data are spatially explicit. These additional
data sources could be used independently or to augment
contacts inferred from GPS data. Critically, application
of MoveSTIR to wildlife, livestock and human systems
does not necessarily require simultaneous infection
data, as movement data and a priori assumptions on how
particular behaviours and environments change relative
deposition, acquisition and pathogen decay rates are
sufficient to make prospective inference on the spatio-
temporal distribution of potential infection risk.
Despite MoveSTIR's advantages, notable challenges
remain. First, MoveSTIR infers contact networks
and transmission risk from individuals whose movement trajectories have been observed at least partially.
Incomplete sampling of a network can affect epidemiological predictions and MoveSTIR does not resolve
this well-k nown issue (Gilbertson et al., 2021; Silk et al.,
2017). However, given the formulation of MoveSTIR in
Equation 5, pairwise transmission kernels are not affected by unsampled individuals and MoveSTIR can be
reliably used to quantify the spatio-temporal drivers of
pairwise contact risk, expanding currently available approaches into the epidemiological realm (Noonan et al.,
2021). Second, MoveSTIR infers spatio-temporal infection risk from one empirical realization of individual
movements and contacts, potentially limiting the transportability of predictions to new environments. This
is true for most studies of empirical contact networks.
However, the movement-driven nature of MoveSTIR offers a way forward. If mechanistic movement models that
depend on spatial and social context are used to fit observed movement data (Hooten et al., 2017), then simulation of movement trajectories predicted by these models
could generate a distribution of spatio-temporal contact
networks in novel spatial and social environments and a
corresponding distribution of epidemiological outcomes
predicted by MoveSTIR. Thus, ongoing work in movement ecology to augment the out-of-sample prediction of
host movements (e.g. Avgar et al., 2016) provides an exciting way to increase the transportability of MoveSTIR's
epidemiological predictions.
A third challenge of MoveSTIR is scalability. While
MoveSTIR obviates the need to explicitly model space,
doing so requires expanding the time dimension to appropriately capture indirect transmission. This can result in large transmission kernels, making it potentially
challenging to scale MoveSTIR to studies on hundreds
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of individuals, for example. However, as we demonstrate
in our case study, this challenge is surmountable. By focusing on specific marginals of the transmission kernel,
such as hi←j (t), we processed 342 transmission kernels up
to 8 GB in size in approximately 10 min. More broadly,
accurate approximations for numerical integration with
the reduced resolution are well-developed (e.g. Ellner
et al., 2016), which further increases the scalability of
MoveSTIR to studies with more individuals or longer
tracking periods than used here.
A final challenge is how to best incorporate additional complexities such as host demography and infection feedbacks on movement. In Appendix S7, we show
that MoveSTIR can be extended to account for the death
of tracked hosts and infection from carcasses. In principle, including the addition of hosts through birth or
immigration is also possible. Using MoveSTIR to predict long-term interactions between host demography
and disease beyond observed data will require the projection of host movement patterns or the assumption
of stationarity in host behaviour. In this case, while inferences from MoveSTIR will be similar to movement-
explicit individual-based models, MoveSTIR provides a
novel approach to explore emergent direct and indirect
transmission networks. MoveSTIR also has the potential to test the epidemiological implications of observed
feedbacks between movement and disease (Stockmaier
et al., 2021). Currently, because paired movement and
infection data remain relatively rare, using MoveSTIR
to explore these feedbacks will require some form of
prospective analyses (e.g. perturbations to segments of
movement trajectories).
Overall, MoveSTIR is generalizable across host-
pathogen systems, has clear epidemiological interpretation in spatial and temporal dimensions and is applicable
to movement data that already exist for thousands of
taxa (Kranstauber et al., 2011). Using approaches such
as MoveSTIR with these data provides a unique opportunity to perform comparative analyses of empirical
movement networks across ecological systems to identify
how direct and indirect contacts, spatio-temporal variability in environmental conditions and the distribution
of contact duration drive fine-scale variability in transmission risk and emergent disease dynamics. Ultimately,
MoveSTIR represents a key step toward improving the
transportability of epidemiological predictions across
spatial, temporal and ecological contexts.
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